Commemorative Products

Bereavement Services
Community Memorials
We are pleased to offer a new range of community memorials both traditional and modern designs.

Atlas Pillar Memorial
This traditionally designed memorial is situated in our newly redesigned pergola walk.
Each black memorial plaque measures 180mm x 100mm and can incorporate a photograph, badge, coat of arms or drawing.
Prices from £435 to £735

Book Memorial
This modern design memorial is situated in our newly designed pergola walk.
Each black memorial plaque measures 150mm x 100mm and can incorporate a photograph, badge, coat of arms or drawing.
Prices from £480 to £780

Chapel Memorial
This modern design memorial is situated in our newly designed pergola walk.
Each black memorial plaque measures 160mm x 110mm and can incorporate a photograph, badge, coat of arms or drawing.
Prices from £525 to £825

Rose Post
A limited number of traditional roses along with granite plaques are available for adoption within the pergola walk area. A choice of plaque designs are available.
Prices from £535 to £835
Balustrade Niche
This is an exciting new concept for Southend Crematorium. These modern design niche’s form the perimeter of the newly designed pergola walk. Each niche is made to incorporate two sets of cremated remains and includes a granite plaque.
Prices from £1,545 to £2,035

Mini Graves
A new modern design for Southend Cemetery. A granite memorial which provides a large removable black plaque suitable for two inscriptions, together with a kerb-set that mirrors that of a traditional grave.
Each plaque can incorporate a photograph, badge, coat of arms or drawing and the memorial is supplied with the choice of an optional vase for floral tributes.
Prices from £1,660 to £2,225

Cremation Urns
We have a wide range of keepsake urns to suit all tastes and budgets. Your funeral director or our crematorium staff can transfer your loved one’s ashes into the urn of your choice.

Miniature Keepsake Urns
For storage of a token of ashes. Available in mother of pearl and brass, cream and silver or brass and white enamel.
Price including VAT £55.00
Diameter approx. 5cm. Height approx. 8cm. Capacity approx. 0.07ltr.

Tranquility Brass Urn for Ashes in French Grey and Silver (also available in cream and gold)
Stunning Tranquility Urn with French Grey enameled body and intricate rose engraving around the urns shoulders. All urns come with a purple velveteen bag.
Price including VAT £145
Diameter approx. 16.5cm. Height approx. 26cm. Capacity approx. 3ltr.
Les Grands Vents - Unique Wooden Urn
These are hand carved and turned from one single log in various woods such as Apple, Birch, Cherry and Maple – all sourced locally in Quebec, Canada. These very tactile urns are polished with beeswax to achieve a glass-like, smooth finish. Each urn is signed, numbered and comes with a certificate of authenticity. Some urns are finished with artistic metal embellishment, such as bronze work.

*Price including VAT £425*
Diameter approx. 18cm. Height approx. 30cm. Capacity 4ltr.

The Honesty Urn with Silver and White finish
This elegant urn has a beautiful satin white body with polished chrome engraved bands around base shoulders and lid. All urns come with a purple velveteen bag.

*Price including VAT £145*
Diameter approx. 16.5cm. Height approx. 26cm. Capacity approx. 2.7ltr.

Silver and White Honesty Brass Urn Companion Set
A beautiful urn companion set to reunite lost loved ones side by side. The beautiful honesty companion set includes two elegant white and silver brass urns and with a matching double heart base to stand on. All urns come with its own velveteen bag.

*Price including VAT £325*
Diameter 16.5cm. Height 25cm. Capacity 2.7ltr.

Double Sympathy Brass Urn For Ashes
A beautiful double urn to fulfil families needs to reunite lost loved ones together. This brass Double Sympathy Urn is designed to hold two full sets of cremated remains. Each urn comes with its own velveteen bag.

*Price including VAT £325*
Diameter Approx. 19cm. Height 37cm. Capacity 6ltr.

Les Grands Vents - Unique Wooden Urn
These are hand carved and turned from one single log in various woods such as Apple, Birch, Cherry and Maple – all sourced locally in Quebec, Canada. These very tactile urns are polished with beeswax to achieve a glass-like, smooth finish. Each urn is signed, numbered and comes with a certificate of authenticity. Some urns are finished with artistic metal embellishment, such as bronze work.

*Price including VAT £425*
Diameter approx. 18cm. Height approx. 30cm. Capacity 4ltr.

Flamma Glass Urn for Ashes
Flamma is an urn handcrafted from moulded glass, cork and virgin beeswax to preserve the ashes indefinitely. Inside the urn is a cotton bag to preserve the ashes of your loved one. A tea light can also be used as a replacement to the incense burner.

*Price including VAT £99.00*
Diameter approx. 24cm. Height approx. 26cm. Capacity approx 3.5ltr.
**Bios Urn**

The Bios urn is a funeral urn built from biodegradable materials, cellulose and natural fibres. The Bios Urn can be buried next to an existing tree to assist its growth or planted in the ground with a sapling to nurture the growth of a new tree. Bios Urn turns death into a transformation of returning to life through nature.

*Price including VAT £85 (urn only) £100 including tree sapling (6 to choose from - Alder, Hawthorn, English Oak, Hazel, Silver Birch, Willow).*

---

**Limbo Samsara Biodegradable Adult Urn (also available in infant size)**

Samsara biodegradable urn handcrafted from sand, a small amount of sea salt and bound together by plant extracts. It is specially designed to restore ashes to nature. This urn is 100% water soluble and can be used to lay to rest in freshwater.

*Price including VAT £130 (adult size) £80 (infant size)*

Adult - Diameter approx. 22cm. Capacity approx. 3ltr.
Infant - Diameter approx. 15cm. Capacity approx. 0.75ltr.

---

**Limbo Nu Urn – Sea Salt Water Soluble Urn for Adults Ashes (also available in infant size)**

The Nu Urn is a beautiful handcrafted biodegradable urn and is water soluble, designed to cast ashes into the sea. Dissolution time takes between 5 and 10 minutes.

*Price including VAT (adult) £130 (infant) £80*

Adult - Diameter approx. 22cm. Capacity 3ltr.
Infant - Diameter approx. 15cm. Capacity approx. 0.75ltr.

---

**Bespoke picture service**

We are pleased to be able to offer a bespoke picture service. We are working with a very talented local artist who is able to capture a cherished photograph and have it drawn so that you can display it in your own home.

Each drawing is made to order in A4 size and will take around six weeks to be completed. Your drawing will be presented in a scroll box ready for you to place in your own picture frame.

*Price £180*
Leaves of Life
Leaves of Life is a memorial located within Southend Crematorium in the Garden of Remembrance.
Adding a leaf to the memorial tree engraved with your loved one’s name, date of birth and death, is a simple dedication to their memory.
Prices from £50

Book of Remembrance
To commemorate those cremated at Southend’s Cematorium we have provided Books of Remembrance situated in our memorial chapel.
The book comprises of several volumes and is hand-made throughout. It is richly decorated, the inscription being lettered by craftsmen. Inscriptions can incorporate floral motifs, service or association badges or family crests and will be added in full colour.
Prices from £115 to £410

Memorial Panels
Memorial panels are displayed in the memorial chapel. Each panel is around 25cm by 5cm and is covered in rich blue morocco leather. You can add an inscription for a loved one of up to 60 characters across 2 or 3 lines in rich gold leaf.
Prices from £280 to £455

Memorial Roses, Shrubs & Trees with Plaque
There are a limited number of pre-planted roses shrubs and trees in the Garden of Remembrance that can be dedicated with a cast bronze plaque.
Prices from £405 to £840

Memorial Seats
You can buy Memorial seats for the Sutton Road Cemetery. For more information please contact the cemetery and crematorium office.
You can also donate seats and trees around the Borough in parks or on the pier.
POA
If you are looking for something a little different we are proud to offer a range of jewellery specifically designed to hold a small quantity of your loved one’s ashes.

Each item comes with an interring kit. Your funeral director or our crematorium staff can inter your loved ones ashes.

- **Petite Sterling Silver and Gold Cancer Awareness Ribbon Brooch (also available in silver plate)**
  Beautifully handcrafted petite silver or gold plate awareness Brooch for ashes.
  *Price including VAT £75*

- **Sterling Silver Memorial Bead with Moons and Stars (also available in a heart or concentric band)**
  These beads are made out of solid silver and feature a beautiful pattern of moons and stars. Each bead comes in its own presentation box.
  *Price including VAT £100*

- **Sterling Silver Miniature Awareness Ribbon Pendant**
  Beautiful handcrafted Sterling Silver Miniature Awareness pendant to hold a small amount of your loved ones ashes. The pendant comes with its own presentation box and both a silk cord and silver snake chain.
  Chain length approx. 18”. Pendant drop 23mm. Pendant width 9mm.
  *Price including VAT £110*

- **Keepsake Geometric Cufflinks for Ashes**
  Handsome handcrafted Curved Square Cufflinks to hold a small amount of your loved ones ashes. These cufflinks come in their own presentation box with an interring kit.
  Width 14mm.
  *Price including VAT £145*

- **Sterling Silver Scrolled Large Drop Pendant for Ashes**
  Beautiful Hand crafted Pendant with Scroll like design, perfect for holding some of your loved ones ashes. The Pendant comes with silk cord, silver curb chain and a presentation box.
  Pendant drop 53mm. Pendant width 20mm.
  *Price including VAT £155*
Sterling Silver Scrolled Cherished Heart Pendant for Ashes
Beautiful handcrafted pendant with beautiful scrolled detailing with a capsule for keeping a token of your loved one safe. The pendant comes with its own presentation box with a silver chain.
Pendant drop 32mm. Pendant width 30mm.
*Price including VAT £155*

Elegant Double Chamber Keepsake Pendant for Ashes
Designed to keep loved ones close this elegant circular pendant is built with two chambers instead of one allowing for a token of two sets of ashes to be stored in one piece. Each pendant comes with a silk cord, presentation box.
Pendant drop 44.5mm. Pendant width 42.7mm.
*Price including VAT £155*

Silver and Gold Plate Barrel Cufflinks for Ashes
925 Silver and Gold Plate Barrel with a small compartment to hold ashes. Threaded enclosure in the rear keeps the ashes secure and watertight. These come with a presentation box and interring kit.
Width 8mm.
*Price including VAT £155*

Sterling Silver Pendant with Diamante Detailing
Stunning Handcrafted Sterling Silver Heart Pendant with Diamante Detailing to hold a small amount of your loved ones treasured ashes. The pendant comes with its own presentation box and silver chain.
Chain length approx. 18”. Pendant drop 21mm. Pendant width 27mm.
*Price including VAT £165*

Sterling Silver Double Chamber Tree of Life Bangle for Ashes
This tree of life memorial bangle features a stunning enamel inlay on the front face and an intricate, engraving on the inside. The bangle has an elegant hinged clasp and additional safety chain. Each bangle comes in its own presentation box.
*Price including VAT £280*

For more information on our product range please visit [www.southend.gov.uk/memorials](http://www.southend.gov.uk/memorials) or email us at bereavementservices@southend.gov.uk